
Abstract 

in English

I have chosen as the topic of my thesis “Enforcement of judgment regarding the raising of 

minors”, extended of matters related to international child abduction. Such topic is not being found 

interesting by me only it  is also a very current  topic and is  being  widely discussed in  today’s 

society. And yet it is not a topic  covered thoroughly enough, in my opinion.  I have intended to 

present those issues of legal regulations that are causing certain difficulties when has been applied 

in practices, and therefore widely discussed among the professionals as well as the general public. 

Given the scope of my thesis I was not only engaged in theory, but I was also trying to find items in 

current legal regulations that shall be improved, despite its recent amendment.                            

I do justify my choice of this topic in the introduction part of the thesis and adumbrate the 

current social atmosphere of the area. In the second chapter entitled "Management in matters of 

custody held by the juvenile court," I analyze the issues related to the so called “best interests of the 

child”.  In  the  third chapter  I  am specifically dealing  with various aspects of  enforcement  of 

judgment regarding the raising of minors, which primary contains the legal  regulations that have 

been issued pre and post the latest amendment, enforcement, fines, cooperation with authorities of 

social  and legal protection  of  children, mediation  procedures,  costs,  etc.  The fourth chapter  is 

devoted  to international child  abduction,  both  in  terms  of Czech as  well  as international  law.

I do state in the conclusion of my thesis that I have tried some of the problematic issues both 

specify and adumbrate from my personal point of view of alternatively potential solutions, mainly 

to bring up ideas for consideration which way could the legal experts to take when proceeding with 

follow-up amendments  of legislation. I  have  got subjective  opinions while  seeking answers  to 

emerging questions, of  course,  and  those  I  tried to  correct by  objective considerations,  along 

collation of all the "pros and cons."


